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Participate monthly and collect all the letters from Alphabet City!
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Print the "ZooTampa Toddler Tuesdays" cover page on
one piece of cardstock and hole punch on the
designated circles. This will be your front cover. Write
your name on the dotted line. Using the front cover as
your guide, hole punch the other piece of cardstock for
your back cover.
Cut 2 pieces of ribbon to be 16-18 inches long.
Fold each piece of ribbon in half, and knot it several
times as close to the ends as possible. String a bead
onto each ribbon making sure it doesn't slide over the
knot.
Place your front and back cover on top of each other,
and string a ribbon through each hole. Loop each bead
through its ribbon, and tighten so the ribbons hold your
notebook together!
Loosen and open the ribbons to add letters to your
notebook each month! Collect them all to decode a
secret message at the end of the year!

Instructions:
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

Create your Alphabet
Adventure Notebook

Materials:
2 Pieces of Cardstock or Construction Paper
2 Pieces of Ribbon, String, Rope, or Shoelace
2 Plastic or Wooden Beads
Hole Punch and Scissors



Beatrice, the Letter B, Became Best Buds with some Bright Birds!
Beautify Beatrice with Bunches of Beads!

B



F
 Fiona, the letter F, Figured out different Foods that animals eat! 

Finish Fiona's designs with Feathers!



Grant, the letter G, learned about Giraffes and the Grasslands!
Give Grant Golden decorations so he Glows!

G



Henry, the letter H, Helped us learn that Habitats are Homes for animals!
Decorate Henry with Heaps of Hay!

H



Joey, the letter J, Jumped for Joy as he learned about baby animals.
Decorate Joey with little letter Js!

J



Keira, the letter K, became Knowledgeable about baby animals. 
Decorate Keira with pictures of Koalas and Kangaroos! 

K



Lauren, the Letter L, Learned about Loud animals! 
Load Lauren up with Lots of Loop de Loops!

L



Penelope, the letter P, Prepared a Party for the Planet! 
Paint Pretty Polka dots on Penelope!

P



Queeny, the letter Q, Quickly learned about Quiet and Quaint animals.
Decorate Queeny like a patchwork Quilt!

Q



V
Victor, the letter V, Visited with a Valuable Veterinarian! 

Add Velvet to Victor so he looks Vibrant!



Wanda, the letter W, Wandered through the Wonderful World of Water.
Decorate Wanda With Watercolors!

W


